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 On top of its many features it's very easy to use, in fact, you won't have to touch your PDF to do things with it. Simply turn it
into your Markup screen and start working with it directly. Works great in Acrobat DC and it's free. Get it Now." - AppStore.

"Add a few lines of code to your PDF. Then......embed a snippet of text and/or images, then share your PDF online or offline." -
Download.com. "There are lots of PDF tools out there but most require you to open your PDF first and let you do the editing
afterwards. With Drawboard, you can add text, clip art, illustrations, and much more directly to your PDF, and edit them as

much as you want. You can even make corrections directly in the file." - Macworld. "It's fast, it's easy, it's free. The best PDF
app for Mac." - OSXDaily. "Drawboard PDF is an awesome app. It allows you to draw in and edit your PDF right away. No
longer do you have to drag your fingers across the page to draw in your PDF. The design of the app is elegant and fluid. It

allows you to draw and create changes to your PDF quickly and easily. I like the simplicity, speed, and ease of use. It is pretty
affordable, and is perfect for anyone who needs to draw on their PDF." - MacAppStorm. "Drawboard PDF is a beautifully
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designed app that is fast and easy to use. It is a PDF Markup tool that makes it easy to add drawings and annotations directly to
your PDF. It is very intuitive to use and offers a wonderful user experience." - iTechReviews. "Drawboard PDF is a wonderful
piece of software for anyone who wants to create clean, dynamic, and professional-looking PDFs without having to learn a new

program." - SoftGoodies. "Drawboard PDF is one of the best solutions for drawing on PDFs. You can easily add and edit
different objects, and you can easily share your PDF with others via email and print. It is easy to use and easy to understand.
You don't even have to learn a new program to use it." - MacTips. "Drawboard PDF is a great tool for annotating and adding
edits to PDFs. You can add text, clipart, drawings, and edits to your PDF by simply dragging your cursor across the page and
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